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FEBRUARY 2021 – KEY TAKEAWAYS

The NHL FUND recorded a return for February 2021 of +0.95%. Of the
trades made in February 56% were profitable.

For February the return by the the benchmark indices were DJIA
(+2.92%), NASDAQ100 (-1.21%) and HFRX Global Hedge Fund Index
(+1.52%).

Year-to-date the NHL Fund has returned +3.37%. This compares
favourable to the benchmark indices which have returned, year-to-
date, DJIA (+0.75%), NASDAQ100 (-1.40%) and HFRX Global Hedge
Fund Index (+1.36%).

Given the vagaries associated with the current season trading for the
first six weeks has been limited to Moneyline markets only. Where
possible we have traded all matches where we have a perceived edge
of 5% or greater.

As the season progresses and more data is collected Puckline strategies
will augment the current Moneyline investment strategy. Furthermore
all matches with a 5% or greater edge will be traded.

An extensive comparative analysis has been completed, analysing the
performance of the Fund over the first six weeks (304 matches) of this
season against the “virtual” performance of a Fund over the back-
tested sample over the same period. The results of this analysis clearly
show that the algorithm technology is adjusting and compensating for
the unique characteristics of the current season.

The strike rate of the algorithm underpinning the investment decisions
is 60.9%, eclipsing that achieved in the previous three seasons back-
tested sample. This performance metric will allow the Fund to trade
with increased confidence moving forward.

The month in review
For the month of February 2021, we
generated a gross return of +0.95%.
Year-to-date the Fund has currently
returned +3.37%.

Given just over six weeks of trading,
and an augmented strategy to
commence the season this has been
a pleasing result.

For the month of February, we have
traded Moneyline markets only,
whilst continuing to assess the
Puckline market. As more current
season data becomes available, we
will increase our trading activity to
include additional matches and
markets.

Comparative analysis of the results
year-to-date shows a clear
improvement in the current actual
results against those for the
corresponding period in the back
tested sample.



The month in review
For the month of February 2021, we have generated a gross
return of +0.95%. Given the vagaries associated with the current
season we are pleased to have produced positive monthly returns
to commence the season.

The year-to-date return of the Fund thus far also compares
favourably against our benchmark indices, as shown in Table 1
below.

Result Summary
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Comparative Analysis
Critical to the opening stanza of the season has been the
completion by our data scientists of a comparative analysis of the
existing algorithm technology and its efficacy against the previous
three seasons that have been back-tested and proved to be the
catalyst to the formation of the NHL Fund.

There have been 304 games completed so far in season 2021 (121
in January, 183 in February), enough to provide statistically
significant insights into the predictive capability of the
technology.

Given the rescheduled fixtures for the current season the
comparison analysis for February on previous seasons has been
based on fixtures 121 to 304 (acknowledging that these were not
played in February).

TABLE 2: Results for February 2021 & YTD – comparative strike rate
*For previous seasons based on matches 121 to 304

Strike rate (SR) here refers to the number of model favourites,
whether bet or not, that won. The February model SR is lower
than that recorded in January (64.5%) and lower than the 2018-19
season for the corresponding 183 games. Overall, however, the
season results to date indicate that the current algorithm
predictive technology is outperforming previous versions of the
model over the first 304 games of their respective seasons.

Integral to the operation of the Fund will be the continual analysis
and review of the model performance that underpins the
investment decisions. Notwithstanding the need to continually
monitor and improve the technology, the results from the
comparative analysis augurs well for the NHL Fund as we move
into the the remainder of Season 1.

From the Trading Desk
The month of trading can be split into two distinct halves. The
first half can be categorised as partially soul destroying, where
over the course of a week, we lost 10/12 trades. The laws of
statistics came to the fore in the latter half of February with a run
of 12/15 profitable trades. Reversion to the mean meant the
Fund returned a profit for the month. After the early losses,
achieving a profit for the month was particularly satisfying.

The focus of the trading for the month was centered on
Moneyline markets, primarily owing to the need to review and
analyse the performance of the portfolio during the
abovementioned bumpy road and the completion of a detailed
comparative analysis (see next section). A renewed focus on
Puckline markets will be undertaken in the months ahead.

• Pittsburgh Penguins: in terms of trading the Penguins were
good to us in February, especially in their series against the
Islanders. Over the course of two days PIT defeated NYI 4-1
and 3-2, each time trading at $1.90+.

• Best Result: The Arizona Coyotes hosting the Anaheim Ducks
proved a good result for the model. ARI had to work hard,
trailing 0-2 by the end of the first period, but eventually won
4-3. Our technology had them with a 17.6% edge over the
market.

• Worst Result: The worst result for the Fund was easily the
performance of the Montreal Canadiens hosting Ottawa
Sentators early in the month. The model rated MTL at greater
than an 80% probability to win. MTL trailed at the end of each
of the first two periods and despite having twice the shots on
goal were unable to peg back OTT, eventually losing 2-3.

NHL Fund DJIA NASDAQ100 HFRX

February Return (%) +2.40 +2.92 -1.21 +1.52

Year-to-date  (YTD) +3.37 +0.75 -1.40 +1.36

TABLE 1: Results for February 2021 & YTD
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Current 
Season

2019-
2020

2018-
2019

2017-
2018

February SR (%)* 58.5 53.5 61.2 57.9

YTD 60.9 55.2 59.9 56.6

March Outlook
March 2021 will see the trading continuing to increase in the
Moneyline market as the confidence in the learning of the model
and technology grows. We will also look to the Puckline market
as a potential source of further trades.

Additionally, with FUM growing we will be looking to utilise
additional counterparties. Whilst this may offer arbitrage
opportunities, our focus will continue to remain on pre-game
execution of trades.
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